**H2740 HARLEY DAVIDSON AND THE MARLBORO MAN (USA, 1991)**

*Other titles: Harley Davidson et l'homme aux santiags*

**Credits:** director, Simon Wincer; writer, Don Michael Paul.

**Cast:** Mickey Rourke, Gon Johnson, Chelsea Field, Daniel Baldwin.

**Summary:** Action/adventure film set in a near future California and Las Vegas. In the lawless world of the near future, two renegade drifters (Rourke and Johnson) rob a bank to help save their friend and a favorite hangout which is about to be repossessed. When they learn they have confiscated drugs instead of money, they find themselves fighting their way out of a million dollar drug swindle. Identified as a Vietnam film by Lanning in *Vietnam at the movies*. The pilot of a helicopter used by the drug dealers is a Vietnam vet.
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